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ABSTRACT 

The major issues in the world are environmental pollution, global warming, and depletion of fossil fuels. This is because of 
conventional way of electricity generation. Renewable energy sources used in generation of electrical energy is becoming a popular 
choice as a answer to above problems. Solar energy is one of the best economical sources, which is available in abundant in India. 
This paper discusses a new, different technique to use more and more solar energy i.e., ‘Solar Roadways’. The mean idea is to replace 
current asphalt roads, parking lots with solar powered road panels that collect energy to be used by homes, businesses etc. This 
technology combines a transparent driving surface with underlying solar cells, electronics and sensors to perform advance functions 
related to smart road concept which includes application of road in IoT, better hybrid and electric car infrastructure, smart grids. The 
construction work, characteristics, limitations and applications of ‘Solar Roadways’ technology is discussed in this paper. 

 
Keywords: Electric Vehicles, Roadways, Fossil Fuel, Smart Gird, Solar Powered Panels, Solar Roadways. 
 
1) INTRODUCTION 

The requirement of energy in the world is increasing at a tremendous rate due to increase in population, industrialization, 
higher standards of living etc. Today most of the contribution in the generation of electrical energy is fossil fuels like coil, oil, gas, etc. 
which are deplete ting quickly. Therefore, one should consider the other energy sources as a replacement to the conventional energy 
sources know as renewable energy sources. Biogas, Solar, Wind, Tidal and Geothermal energy are the examples of Renewable Energy 
Sources. Solar energy is available in plenty amount in our country. Solar Roadways is totally based on solar energy. The current need 
for fossil fuel which is used for generation of electricity is replaced by the renewable energy generated by solar roadways. This 
method will promote to production of Electrical and Hybrid Electrical Vehicles. They will provide better infrastructure for electrical 
locomotives. It will help to reduce oil utilization for driving the vehicles which in decries the greenhouse gases nearly to half. 
 
2) SOLAR ROADWAYS 

The Solar Roadways contains structurally engineered solar panels. Every Solar Road Panel (approximately 12’ by 12’) 
interlinked with neighboring panels to form the Solar Roadways system. Our crumbling petroleum-based asphalt roads are replaced by 
the solar roadways. Highway infrastructure this is an intelligent road that pays for itself through the production of electricity. It 
generates electrical energy from the sun and becomes our nations decentralized, self-healing power grid, intelligent replacing our 
current deteriorating power distribution infrastructure. 

 
The Solar Roadway provides its electrical energy to all businesses and homes connected to the system via their parking lots 

and driveways which are made up of Solar Road Panels. In addition to electrical energy, data signals of cable TV, high-speed internet, 
telephone, etc. Can travel through the Sola Roadways. It will act as a conduit for these signals. This characteristic eliminates the 
power lines, utility poles, and relay stations that we see all over the countryside. It also eliminates power interruption due to fallen or 
broken electrical lines or poles. Every Solar Road Panel uses some of its self-power to light up embedded LEDs, which “paint” the 
road lines from beneath the road surface. This feature also allows messages to be shown on the road surface, like “GO SLOW”, or 
“ACCIDENT AHEAD”. Road lines can be quickly “repainted” to direct traffic to a single lane or double lane. This reduces the need 
for cones or flares. Better visibility at night is the advantage of illuminated road lines. It will be similar to driving on a well-light 
runway. 
 

The Solar Roadway develops clean, renewable energy. Pollution, greenhouse gases, by-products are avoided the Solar Road 
Panels are completely recyclable or reusable. The major cause of global warming is production of electricity by fossil fuels which 
produces greenhouse gases and effect on ozone layer. The Solar Roadways reduces this half of the cause of Global Warming entirely. 
So basically, a Solar roadway is a road surface that develops electricity by solar energy using photovoltaic and includes solar panels 
and LED, that can be drive on. 
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3) HISTORY 
Solar Roadways Incorporated is a startup company based in Sandpoint, Idaho that is crating solar powered road panels to 

build a smart highway. This technology combines a transparent driving surface with underlying solar cells, electronic and sensors to 
act as solar array with programmable capability. They are working to develop and commercially produce road panels which are made 
from recycled material and incorporate photovoltaic cells. 

 
In 2006, the company was established by scott and Julie brusaw, with scott as president and CEO. IN 2009, Solar Road ways 

received a $100,000 small business innovation research (SBIR) grant from the Department of Transportation (DOT) to develop and 
build a solar parking lot. IN 2011, Solar Roadways received$750000 SBIR grant from the DOT. In 2014, solar roadways started a 
crowd funding drive at Idaho to raise money so they can get product into production. 

 
4) SOLAR PANELS 

Fig.1 Actual design of ‘Solar Road Panel’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig.2 Construction of Solar Roadways 
 

   There are four basic layers 
1. Road Surface Layer. 
2. Solar panels with LEDs grid Layer. 
3. Electronics Layer. 
4. Base Plate Layer. 

 
 Road Surface Layer 

This is the top most layer of the structure & also from this layer the solar rays will reach up-to the photovoltaic cells. it 
should be translucent and having high-strength. It is made rough enough to provide great traction to avoid the skidding of vehicles. As 
the material is made rough but the material used is translucent, it passes sunlight through it to the solar photovoltaic cells embedded in 
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it, in addition with LEDs and a heating element. And it is made tough enough to handle today's heaviest loads under the worst 
conditions and it is made water-proof so that it can prevent electronics layer beneath it. So, this layer is made up of SR tempered glass. 

 
 Solar panels with LEDs grid layer 

This layer consists of the interlink of number of solar cells along with the network of LEDs. As per the construction and 
working of solar cells are taken into account, the solar cells produce dc electricity that can be fed to LEDs as well as to 
microprocessors based electronic circuitry to do the advanced functioning related to smart road concept. As every Solar Road Panel 
uses some of its self-energy to light up embedded LEDs, which “paint” the road lines from beneath the road platform. This feature 
also shows messages to be spelled out on the road surface, such as “GO SLOW”, or “ACCIDENT AHEAD”. Road lines can be 
quickly “repainted” to direct traffic to a single lane or to double lane. This eliminates the need for cones or flares. Better visibility at 
night is the advantage of illuminated road lines. It will be similar to driving on a well-light runway. 

 
 Electronics Layer 

Electronics Layer Consists of a microprocessor board with support circuitry for sensing loads on the surface and controlling a heating 
element. By implementing this technology no more snow/ice removal and no more school/business closings due to inclement weather 
in the snow falling regions. The lighting, communications, monitoring, etc. is controlled by on-board microprocessor which are fitted 
at every 12 feet distance; so, it can be proved that Solar Roadways as an “Intelligent Highway System”. 
 

 Base Plate Layer 
When the electronics layer collects energy from the sun, it is the base plate layer that distributes power that is collected from 

the electronics layer and data signals like phone, TV, internet, etc. "down-line" to all homes and businesses connected to the Solar 
Roadway. The base layer is made weatherproof so that it can provide the electronic layer above it. 

 
5) WORKING OF SOLAR ROADWAYS 

The top surface layer will allow the sufficient sunlight to strike the solar panels. Further the solar cells present in the solar 
panels will produce electricity as per semiconductor theory. When sunlight is strike on solar cells the N type thin layer, some of the 
waves of light energy penetrate up to P type layer. The energy from photons in the light waves is imparted to the molecules and atoms 
in the N-P junction resulting in liberating the electron hole pairs. Electrons released from a N type material and holes are created in P 
type material. When external electric circuit is completed through the load, the electrons flow in the closed external circuit from N 
type terminal to P type terminal i.e., the flow of current takes place. As like this way we get dc output from the solar cells. Further this 
supply is provided to grid of LEDs and also to microprocessor-based circuitry for doing various advance functioning and 
programming related to smart road concept. Again, the generated electricity is stored in batteries and further provided to consumers 
like residential and commercial etc as per their applications. For this purpose, the dc energy from batteries is converted into ac by 
using controllers and then ac energy is further provided to consumers. 

 
6) COST OF INSTALLATION 
The average cost of asphalt roads is roughly Rs.1000 per square foot. The cost does not include maintenance [pot-hole repair, 
repainting lines, etc.) It will last an average of seven years. We plan to design the Solar Roadways to last at least 21 years [three times 
that of asphalt roads], at which time the panels would need to be refurbish. Adding no additional cost to the current asphalt system, this 
will allow us to invest about Rs.3168 [Rs1000 x 3] per square foot. So, the Solar Roadways can be built for the same investment as 
current asphalt roads. However, asphalt roads don't give you anything back. 
 
7) FEATURES OF SOLAR ROADWAYS 

 Better Infrastructure for Electrical Locomotives: 
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Fig.3 charging of an Electric car 
 

Electric cars have actually been around for a long time. They've just never been very practical, due to the fact that they have 
to be recharged and there has never been an infrastructure for that. The Solar Roadways allow electric cars to recharge at any rest stop 
or business places that have a parking lots made up of Solar Road Panels. Drivers can recharge their vehicles while eating at a 
restaurant or shopping at a mall. Electric vehicles (EVs) are on their way. More and more car manufacturers are offering electric 
vehicle options. It's a good thing too. Roughly 25% of greenhouse gases come from the exhaust pipes of internal combustion engine 
vehicles, which we've been using for well over 100 years. As wonderful as they are, electric vehicles have a major problem, due to 
their relatively short range (generally less than 180 miles) they have to be recharged regularly, typically at the owner's home. This 
means that they would be fit for running to the local grocery store and back, but it wouldn't be feasible to take a cross country trip. 
Basically, with EVs we can just go as far as our EVs initial charge. Since the Solar Roadway creates and carries clean renewable 
electricity, EVs can be recharged at any conveniently located rest stop, or at any business places that incorporates Solar Roadways 
Panels in their parking lots (restaurants for instance). Owners can plug-in their cars in and recharge while they're eating or shopping. 
Engineers are even investigating ways to use mutual induction to charge EVs while they are driving down the Solar Roadway! By the 
way using electric cars would eliminate most of the other half of the cause of global warming and could virtually wean the world off 
oil entirely. 

 
Illuminated roads 

Accidents drastically reduced unlike the dark roads we drive on by night today, the Solar Roadways will have LEDs which 
will "paint" the lanes, and can be instantly customized as needed. Many people face the problem during the night driving as they face 
the trouble seeing the road lines at night, particularly when the oncoming headlights are blinding them or when it's raining. By 
implementation of these illuminated roads, the country can overcome from these problem & also accidents at night time will get 
reduced henceforth the night-time driving will be safer for all. A recent study shows that the solar-road studs to light-up the lines of 
roads during night time in an area of England, which has reduced night time accidents by 70%. There is no need to expend energy 
lighting desolate roads when no cars are traveling, so the intelligent roadways will tell the LEDs to light up only when it senses cars on 
its surface - say 1/2 mile ahead and 1/4 mile behind the vehicle as it travels. This way, drivers will know an oncoming car is ahead 
when they see the lights on the other side of the road begin to light up ahead. The LEDs can also be programmed to move along with 
cars at the speed limit and it gives warning to the drivers instantly when they are driving too fast or the speed of the car increases 
beyond the speed limit. The LEDs will also be used to paint words right into the road; it gives warning to drivers if an animal arrives 
on the road, a detour ahead, an accident, or construction work. Central control stations will be able to instantly customize the lines and 
words in real time, alleviating traffic congestion and making the roads more efficient as well as safer. 
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Fig.4 Glowing of LEDs to avoid accidents 

 

 
Fig.5 LEDs showing message ‘SLOW’ 

 
 Intelligent Highway System 

As the solar roads are fitted with microprocessor-based circuitry, it will control street lighting, provides communication and 
monitoring medium. It will also provide high speed for internet, TV signals, and Telephone cable signals. It will help to communicate 
between roads and cars in order to avoid collision between them. It will also provide signals to central system in order to aware them 
about any accident, barrier and major traffic. So that officers will take respective action according to analysis and result of signals 
which have been sent by microprocessor system. Every country tries to barely keeping up with the costs of maintaining the roads and 
bridges as it is, and the cost of construction materials is skyrocketing. New materials and technologies have to be found to replace these 
current archaic systems. The Solar Roadway is an intelligent road system that provides clean renewable energy, while providing safer 
driving conditions, along with power and data delivery. The Solar Roadway will pay for itself through the generation of electricity 
along with other forms of revenue. The same money that is being used to build and resurface current roads can be used to build the 
Solar Roadways. Then, since coal-fired and nuclear power plants will no longer be needed, the costs of all electricity generation plants 
can also be rolled back into the Solar Roadways. 
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Fig.6 Communication between road and vehicles 
 

 Smart Grid 
Our current power grid is based on centralized power stations. Distribution of power is handled through transmission lines 

(overhead and underground), relay stations, and transformers. When a line goes down (ice, lighting, wind, tress, utility pole hit by car, 
etc.), everyone on the wrong end of the line loses power until the damage is repaired. If a power station goes down, an entire section of 
the country goes dark. 

 
The Solar Roadways on the other hand, replaces all current centralized power stations including coal and nuclear-powered 

electricity generation plants. With the Solar Roadway, the road becomes the power grid, eliminating the need for unsightly utility 
poles and relay stations. Power is generated everywhere every road, parking lot, and driveway. No more power outages, roaming or 
otherwise. The Solar Roadways generates "secure" energy; it can't be deliberately shut down. Not by terrorists, not by power 
companies, it simply can't be shut down. 

                                                                          
Fig.7 Microprocessors for monitoring purpose 

 
Each Solar Road Panel measures 12 feet (about 4 meters) by 12 feet and contains a microprocessor board for control, 

monitoring, and communications. It means that you have a microprocessor (a small computer) located every 12 feet in your power 
grid. It monitors everything that takes place within its 12 feet perimeter. It tracks voltage and current that it generates, uses, sends to or 
receives from neighboring Solar Road Panels, etc. 

 
The second goal is anticipation. The system must constantly look for potential problems that could trigger larger 

disturbances. With a microprocessor located every 12 feet, we'll know when a problem first presents itself. Each of the neighboring 
(physically connected) Solar Road Panels communicate with each other. If one of them stops communicating, then something is 
wrong (panel is damaged from lighting strike, overturned truck, etc.). Neighboring panels will still be able to communicate & can send 
the information to a central control station. 
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8. ROAD SURVEY OF INDIA 
Road Classification Total Distance (Km) 

National Highway 70,934 
State Highway 1,63,898 
District Roads 25,77,396 

Rural roads 14,33,577 
Table no.1 

 
India has a road network of over 424505 kilometers, the second largest road network in the world. In which national 

highways and state highways coyer 5% of total road network, which can produce 450 TWh of electricity according to references if 
they are replaced with solar roads Whereas, India needs 991 TWh of electricity per annum. This implies that if 10% of total road 
network of India is surfaced with Solar Roadway panels, it would illuminate our nation. 

 
9. ADVANTAGES 

 Renewability and life-span 
The main advantage of the Solar Roadway concept is that it utilizes a renewable source of energy to produce electricity. It 

has the potential to reduce our dependence on conventional sources of energy such as coal, petroleum and other fossil fuels. Also, the 
life span of the solar panels is around 30-40 years, much greater than normal asphalt roads, which only last 7-12 years. 

 
 No requirements to develop environmentally sensitive lands 

Another advantage of the Solar Roadway is that it does not require the development of unused and potentially 
environmentally sensitive lands. This is currently a very controversial issue with large photovoltaic installations in the Southwestern 
US and other places. But since the roads are already there, this is not an issue. Also, unlike large photovoltaic installations, new 
transmission corridors -across environmentally sensitive land- would not be required to bring power to consumers in urban areas. 
Transmission lines could simply be run along already established roadways. 

 
 On-the-go charging 

With induction plating embedded inside these roads, all electric cars can be recharged while in motion on top of these roads. 
This would reduce the costs and the time-inconvenience to wait at a charging station. 

 
10. LIMITATIONS 

 Maintenance cost 
They are more because road surface accumulates rubber, salt, soil and other substances that block sunlight and must be 

removed. The durability of the panels may also be less, further increasing maintenance cost. 
 

 Seasonal Efficiency 
In India the solar road will work efficiently in summer, while it will give comparatively less efficiency in other seasons due 

to lack of solar radiation. Whereas in the countries where summer last for more than half of year this technique can be efficiently used. 
 

 Needs a Town Planning 
If these roads are to be used town planning plays a vital role as these roads needs a accurate orientation of buildings, roads, 

sanitary lines, parking lots, playground etc. 
 

 High Initial Cost 
Initially, the startup and maintenance costs of building such roadways and parking lots are extremely high. It cannot be 

constructed in the poorest developing nations due to the high initial start-up costs. 
 

11. FUTURE SCOPE 
In future, normal roads can be replaced by the solar roadways but huge initial investment is required. The solar roadway 

alternative could be made at less cost with an energy return while phasing out the old system. AS old roads are scheduled to be under 
maintenance, the process of solar roadway placement could occur seamlessly. The alternative of airports and parking lots are under 
varying timelines. Whenever fiscal dilemmas become the primary motivating factor for a state or municipal budget, the option of solar 
roadways should be presented and defended. With respect to solar roadways being future proof asphalt roads are a dead end there 
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areno redeeming features to asphalt that should hinder the progress of a new model. The ITS program seems to be begging for a 
concept that is readily available for the next step. solar roadways will answer our nations problem in the field of transportation 
pollution, waste pollution, coal pollution, transportation funding and energy.  

 
12. CONCLUSION 

The solar road panels and smart road explain in this paper will make remarkable difference on environment and social 
aspects. As these are clean energy source will also have positive impact on climate reducing carbon foot prints. Smart road can 
optimize traffic conditions there by reducing accidents, increasing productivity. The initial infrastructural investments look big today, 
however trade off can be achieved over environmental, social and climatic benefits. 
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